Transition Plan:
Cash Flow (Illustrative: Instrumentation omitted)

![Table: Aspen Scenario #8 - May 2010, Post 2009 Close Cash Flow Projection through 2015 - USSK]

- Contributions
- Projected Costs
- O&M
- IDF
- FDF
- Transition Elements - Labor
- Transition Project - GN Remote
- Transition Project - GS Remote
- Transition-A&G
- Contingency - Personnel, Trans Costs
- Contingency - Transition Elements
- HBF
- SBF
- CP Dorm
- PRE-ASPEN SUBTOTAL
- ASPEN INSTRUMENTATION
- Development Support: ASPEN Funds
- Development Support: non-ASPEN Funds
- AURA Fee BASE
- AURA Fee
- Annual total
- Cum Total
- Cum cash avail "WEDGE"